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Thia thesis ·describes work done(·dur1ng the tall and 
· ,pr1ng of 1964-65 1n developing the transistorized cir-,~ 
' 
' 
cu1try associated with an electron trajectorw tracer. the 
p&th that an e.lectron, witl1 given initial velocity and 
direction, travels 1n a two-dimensional e1ectrostat1c field, 
oan be sttid~ted. A scale model of the field 1s simulated 
"' 
on a conductive sheet. The tracer, which is a small three-
.) 
wheeled cart, measures two voltages from t110 probes making 
~ contact with sheet and computes and continuously adjusts 
I' 1· I!.• 
. its steering angle 80 that its constant forward motion 
1 
has the ea.me instantaneous radius of curvature as an elec-
tron at the s~me position in the field. Mapping of the 
' 
potential field 'and all caloulat1ona are completely el1a-
~ / 
1nated. 
At the present time the tracer is a demonstration 
deY1oe; no permanent record of a trajectory 1s produced~ 
However, it should be possible to pro-duce an actual plot ., 
' 
on a sheet of paper by modifying tr10 cart • 
Many problems in elect1~011 01Jt;ics and electron tube 
dea1gn require a kno\qledge of tl1e patl1s of electrons 1n 
electrostatic fields. 4,nalyt1cal method.a are difficult· to 
I 
apply to anything but the simplest systems,so the electro-
lytic tank analog or tho cond.uc·ti ve sheet a11alog 1s corn.man-
ly used to plot the fields, from .wh1oh trajeotorles can 
be determined by graphic.al or other means. A devlce to 
~ 
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(2),(J)o The tracer desc.ribed in th~s paper· uses some of 
·their basic ideas, but us·es .res.1st1ve pa.per instead of an 
··_·electrolyt
1
ic tank; with the advantage that electrode models· 
·~ - t . .. 
can be set up quickly and conveniently using conducting 
. -
ink. The idea to use conducting pape1~ in conjunction ifith 
-a three-wheeled cart is due to Professor Eberhardt, under 




' The electrostatic field \.in a dielectric medium and 
~ 
'· 
current flow 1n a conducting medium·external to a battery 
are described mathematically by equations of identical 
form. This is the basis of the conductive sheet analog • 
The field producing the current flow is the electrostatic 
·, 
field; current density is linearly related to this elec- 1 
trostatic field by the equation J=6E. Every bounda.1~y-value " 
problem in electrostatics has a dual involving steady cur-
rent flow, but not v1oe-versa, beo~use, while .it is possible 
. 
to achieve a re·gion for t·1hich 6=0 (a perfect insulator), 
it 1s 1·mposs1bl~ to acl1ieve a region in which €
 =O. 





· dltterent 1i1electr1c cons~nts by changing the conductiv-
·,. . 
ity of the pa.per 1n those regions, such as b7 pa1nt1ng 
with some type ~f conducting·solution. 
-
., The mot1o~ of an electron in a two-d1mena1onal eleo-
. 
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. · tw~ dltterentlal equations a· t • 
. ? 
· Jll:-d2x/dt2 = -e·i: 
. . m d2y/dt2 = -e!y -1, 
• I 
I 
" Bet·ore these· equations can 
1




t1on in two . dimensions must be+·.,~oived f or-1 the scalar pq,:fien-
- . . ,-·<i~~:.··:.,_,f:--- .. ~"·~.."-- ·:.- .. ·•~· .. l·"·.,. ·., ,/-
. --... . 
~ 








cated electrode configurations it 1s difficult to solve 
for E and even more difficult· to solve th'e equations ot 
11oti~n-•. . 
Using an electrolytic tank or resistive paper, equ1-,:-
... 
potentie ..ls are first plotted ·and then field lines are 
drawn in orthogonal to them. Electron trajectories can 
then ~ determined graphically by successive application 
of Snell's law, but this is tedious. Apparatus has been 
described ( 4) ~1hich act;i1ally integrates the equation ot 
. ·, 
motion from information about the fields obtained from 
an electrolytic tank. A trace of the trajectory is produo-
on paper. 
Another gr&ph1oal method 
. 
j~ the 1ns·tantaneous radius of curvature of the path of the · 
electron. Tn.1s method can eve11 be extended to oases iihere 
I • • 
.,;. 
. • • I 




- --- ------- -----'-- ---·· 
a uniform magnatic field is prasent 9 as long as it stays 
perpendicular to the electric field. The radius· of cur~·, 
.. 
ture will now be derived. 
.  
. consider an arbitrary two-dimensional eleotroatat1-c 
t tield tfith a uniform and constant mag11etic field directed 
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• • ••• 4. 
. ' . 
, · _causes a force: ,e~n• The·. second force is the" 'Lorentz force . \ ... I, . 
. . 




'l'ne sum of the'se tl10 forces is eEn+Bev; this lilUst be eqtl.al · 
. -. . ·----~- ., 
·"· ·to ~entripetal acceleration times mass: /. 
--- -,-~- · : mv2/R · = eEn + Bev 
, .. 









· Combining this w1 th the expression for velooi t7 as a tune-
tion ot potential, v2=2el'/m, gives 1 
~ > 
R = 2v/En+B(2eV/m),i 
The polarity of~ may change as the electron move~ 
- . through the fields, causing En to be either ~dded_ to· or 
subtracted from the B term in the denominator. B has the 
same sign thrbughout any given problem. The sign of the 
denominator as a whole determines whether the motion is. 
1~ the clockwise or oounterolockw1se sense. The tracer 1s 
constructed according to this theory. It is not eguipped 
.. 
at the present time to take into. account a pe:rpe11dicular 
magnetic field; but means to do this are descr1l;>ed in 
Appendix II. 
The maxi~ value for_ V is a.bout· 5.,ooo volt, beDaua-. 
relat1v1st1c correction to the mass of ·an electron is not 
. f;j 
,' 
- 1:ncluded in the formula for· radius .of curvature. With V= .,_ 
. 
' ' 
S1 000 volts the x error is about 1:C • 
. The quant1 ty V 1~: the potential with respect to the 
cathode and henc0fo1")th v1ill be called local potential. 
. .-c-e---·• --
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the. actual c~thode abov.e ground, g1V1?1$ an 1mag1~~7 






cathode at ground potent1ale 
.. . 
. . ,, ~ 
If B=O, the- eqtiatio1"l for B. reduces to R=2V/E ; if E ·= 
n n 
. o, · 1t reduces to R=(2m/e)ivi'1:a. If B=O, simulating a pJ"oblem 
b7 scaling the ortg1na1 geometry of the problem up or down 
., ~ , 
has no effecto If s is the scaling factor, the. right side .,.-
. of the :formula :for radius.,.Pf curvature becomes 2V/ En/a, 
r 
and the left side becomes sR, so that we are le·ft with the 
original formula. necleasing the maximum local potential 
by' e.ome factor has no ef~e~t because both V_ and En are 
decreased by the same factor ,and the formula is left un-













changed. The case when B/_ 1s not zero 1s discussed 1n Appen-
dix II. 
· The equation B=2V/En furnishes a means of graphically 
·1 , 
~onstruct1ng the trajectory of an electron once the equi-
potential lines have been plotted for· tl1e. field under in-
vestigation • .. Consider ~he follol'1ing drawing. 
v. 
, .. 
A l.. . .. : . ... , . . .• ~•. ... . . . . \ . 
P18'lr• ·1. A Graph1oal, letlo4 .. Por Plotting Blei,tron 
I 
.. '?.taJectoriea. 
i", ........ ,· . 
. ~· ' ' 
Let .. the ·initial d1re .. o·t1on of the eleotr'on be AB. The 
potential.at B 1s then approx;m.ately v1+v2/2. The electric 
. I 
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I (V2-V1 )s1tt8/XY, and B=2V/~=~(V1 +v2 )/(V2-V1 )sine. An aro of radius R can be draim froin B -to C with. radius ·BP=B. ~ . . 
1 I I 
• ~he proce.ss oe,,n, llOlf be repea,ttd starting tJi th poi11t C to 
_ g1 ve arc CDl1) This method can be used for fields 1n. which · 
" 
space_ charge 1s·present, provided _the fields-are known, '"-~ 
because R=2.V/En applies. to ·any field. it should be noted . . . 
· that ·this ·metfiod is absolutely precise_ if r!!lV=V2¢:lv1 is made . 
-
·;-~. very small and the radius is continuously adjus.ted. 6 . 
,...... 
•• r The qua.nt1 ties V and. Vn, ~rhich 1s proportional to 
~, are measured by ttio probes making contact with the 
.-
..... re·s1st1ve pape~ midway between the two rear 1·1heels. Vn. 
1s equal to gEn, w~ere g 1s~ the separation of the probes-, 
about 1/8 inch for our oart. The ratio V/Vn must be ~eter-
mined. This CS.n be done by balancing V ~ga1nst Vn on a 
special bri~e called a tangent bridge. 
Consider the geometry of the three-wheeled cart shown 
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 t. eart ~ 
. -· - ... -·- -- . . ~--,\ ·- .. --- . 
.. If the plane ot the front wheel is perpendicular .to ,· 
• 
• ; i 
·11ne AB, the radius of curvature R of point G of ~the cart . , C 
-11. given by d cot«.- ·The angle~ 1,1-ill be cEtlled the steer ... \ 
ti 
.... 
~ . .. ' , ..
-1ng ~pgle. ·we see that~ to make the radius of curvature ot 
··\,• 
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~ •.•. : 
,. . . . •. ''1 • 
Ir,: ~ f. . . 
.:. , . 
s· .• '' r. J 
• ' I !/~ 
. . . ~ 
• ' .. . j. 
,. \ I ... .. ! 
) ", 
_._; · .. c--d 
•' . . 
.. ' ,. 
• • - "l>v, 
. ·.:,. I . , . • . ! 
.. 
. ;, . ' 
' ' \ 
' ' ' .., \ ' ... :,... • . l ' 
i. . I ,_. the- cart's motion e,qual to .'bhe· ·1r.ad1ua of curTature,:9t the• 
. .. . . . \, . . ,· . . .:Ji,; . - . . . 
., .. 
• .._ • '• , • ' • ,{J.._ • .,. ( • n • !:~ " 
. _· .. · :. · .. ·_~;. .. ·.,. -~··_: ... -~-- elect"ron°s path, the c[uant1.ty tano(' DlU·St· be .. m.ad·e. propor-
1
· 
. t ,r. , . . ,. . • ·, • 
' ' - . . /,.... ' . 
· tional to Vn/V. Equating the expressions tor_ Re and R g1yes 
, . 
• I 
.. .., ·, 
• 
, r • 
.. 
the tollow1ng steering . f ormura: ; · . 
tan(( ;:: d/2g Yn/v 
t 
. ". 
' . ... ·' A Dr1dge to.r which . this functio~l r~lation~hip la· 
. 
tr11e 1a shown in Figure x 3. 
,c,tr{ 
· sliding_ b r id_ge 




' Pigure 3. ,Tangent Bridge Geomet17 . 
'l'be.,_ lines PC and CQ represent lengths of resistance 








angle of 2#1 between them. The ,sliding cOnte.ct arm BC is. · 
rigidly .attached to th~ vert1~1 shaft of the. cart •s front 
- ' 
~ 
. wheel and tu~s wi-th 1t ..,bile .making ~bntact w1.th the ·res1a-
.. 
. ' ' tance rJ1re PCQ forming the bridge. Volta_ges of bVn,+aV, 
·o -
and -av, 1,1ith respect ·to ground, are applied 'to the bridge 
at·th~ points shown. The quantities a and bare constants. 
' . . 
---------···:·· .:./~~ · ·_.---The slidibg ,contact (and. thus the front wheel) 1s a-µt'Oma-
. ticaily adjusted to the null point by ·a te.~dback ayatem 
. ' 
"" 


















.. , ...... ~ ... ~~"'·~--.. ~-~·c-~ .. ·-···~-,·1r r is the ~es1st·anoe,,,per unit length· or the bridge .. ~--··-:--·--·"···· 
,,,. 
,, 
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· :· · .. · · appJ.t to thla bridge are the tollo~1ng1 1 . · . ·~ . ,· • 1 ... 1 • . ~-
•. 
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. . . 
1!rx)/i(ry) = ·x/y = aV/bVn· = b/c. 
. . 
.. 





Comb~inlng the first equation with the sec~rid. givea 1 ~ ~, .--~ r ~ -
' ' 
•• I • 
, r 
~ · aV/bVn.= tanP/tan«·· 
-~ 
· Theretol'e, tan oC. 1s proportional to Vn/V, which 1a the 
;, 




. · Combining· the b·r1dge equat1on .... w1th the ate·er1ng equation 
and 
_,, .-.-~ 
solving for tan f3 gives: 
~ 
,j -~- .. 
a V/bVn = tanP/tan~ (bridge equation) 
, r ~-
·tan = d/2g V /~ 
n 
tanf = d/~g a/b 
(steering equation) 
Tt a=b=l 1 , then tan fl 1s very large because g is very 
,,, 
.. 
small compared with d, and p is close to 90°. The· sliding 
' -bridge co~tact must be made very large or it will go off 
the bridge at larga steering angleso By ma.king b very large 
or a very small or both, the. required angle ll can be made 




tan p =1 and f :450. The two arms of the bridge will then . · 
be Jteparated by Etl1 angle Of 900 and. the length of the slid-
ing arm i:Illl not b~ -eJtcessi ve. 
. ~ w . . 
.. 
Which arm of the b1'\)idge the balance point is on depends 
. Qn· the polarity or phas_e of V11 1411th respect-·.to V •. If Vn, is 
· 180° out of p}lt\~e with v, then the ~lance point must be on 
,; .. -r··· 
the arm of the bridge to tr1hicl1 +V is· applied and liket1ise, , 
. . - . . 
' 
. ' 
• ....;. I 
• I 
:, . I 
• "'fl" I 9 
, :)\' .. I : 
' ..• · ..•. · .. ':' 
- .. 
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4~·pen~1ng on .th~ relative· magnitude•· ·.of vn and '!· . 
Assuming that .a g1ven ,:probe 1s grounded, V and V 
·n 
cannot be appliecl a .. rbttrar'ily to the arms of. the bridge 
. f 
or- the car"t may .trace the pa~p. of a pos1 tive ion._ This can 
be seen with the aid of _Figure 4, which also gives further· 
" . 
1ns1ght· into the operation of the cart • 
., 
. 









· ·p1gure 4. Direction of Travel 1n an Electric Field 
.. 
Since the tracer- described in· this paper uses alter- , 
nating current for the conductive sheet electrodes, the 
quanti:1;1es Vn and V are e1 ther in phase or 180° out ot 
phaseo Assurne probe P1 1s ground~d and assume the bridge 
contact -1s· automatically adjusted to the null point. The 
oart at the lef·t 1n Figure 4 has the voltage f1"'om P 1 to 
.... . ..-.~, 
-.· · ·10; 
• ,. ... . 
-
> 
... . .. 
·-
• ' 1 
p 
.. , 
P2 out of' phase with the local potential by 180° o The steer-
I lng angle shoti'ld be such that the cart turns in a counter-
l;J.C 
olockwJse direction, 1.e., the contact should be on the 
right side ofthe bridge as shoi,m 011 the draisring of the 




.. '. · .end of the· right ·arm as shown, or th~re can be no· null 
,· ,, point there. A similar argument using the right cart ot 
·, 
I 
. ., .•. J 
I • ~: 
.. _ ..... ,. ' ... -·,.., ·- -.. - ~ . 
. . P1,gw;'• 4 will ahow that -V must be applied to the left_·.'· 
I 
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arm, ,JSrov1ded prQbe P1 is the i>,robe that 1s grOunded• and 
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, 0 •• •. f 
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• I 
•• l· • • . . t • . . 
. With Vn~o, the cart will~ .ot _c0Ur8f_t tJ"aV8l 1n -8 ·:: -.. - ..... 








f\/Wt:ra1gtit-, 1·1ne~. An· electron''.,em1;tt~4· ~:r.-pendicular-ly .frODl a· 




cathode t1ith zero in1t1a~ veloc·1ty ~zill follo111 an electric 
' . 
.. field line only if that line is stre~ight. If th·e field 
·_ line is curved, the electron will follow 1t very close to 
~he cathode, but its speed will increase as 1t gets farther 
., 
tr.om the cathode, s<> t~e.t it will not be able to follQw .. " .. 
' 1•, 
a ·Change 1n the ·direction of the field. ' 
. . 
1 • 
,GENEBAI, MECHANICAL AND CIRCUI-T-- cDESCRIPl'IOR 
Previous tracers operating on the same principles as 
- 4eaor-1bed 1n· this paper used external' tube circuits with 
., 
many wires connected to the mechanism which senses V and / 
- .,I 
V and produces a trace qn paper. The tracer de~or1bed here n_ . , -
uses transistorized circuitry attached to the cart to control· ( ~ . 
-
the steering and supply proper voltages to the bridge, with 
only potier supply 1·11res attached to the cart from the ex-
ternal di1")ect current and alte1~.riating currant supplies,. 
· Only (our i,111~es are requiredo This circuitry is on two 
p . !; 
printed o1r~u1t boards, each measuring approximately J by 
St inches·. Silicon transistors are used to obtain a wide 
temperature rangeo It should be possible to add a pantograph 
type device to the cart to enable it to produce a plot on 





The whole system·operatea ~n 4eo· .cycle altern&t1n1 .. . .. ...., ... , ...... t., 
-
' , 
. . .,.. 
ourrent to eliminate problems in building circuits ~1th· DO :, 
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,.;· 11'' ,..., .• ;.· 
.. 
: An audio oscillator and a 25 watt· audio power ampl1t1er . 
. .· ( 
. are used to supply this 400 cycle current. 
·. The steering angle of the cart 1s contro·11ed by -an 
. 
, ... - ' 
. . -.- - . r·· •- --'·. -c-...---,.-,..._..,.,.- - --· "'• 
) • 
~ I ' 
u.nuaual method. Two magnetic clutches are used; ·one clutch· 
can pr.oduce a c1o·c·kwise torque by means of the magnetic , 
attraction between the clutch coil and a-clockwise rotat-
ing pulley wheel, and the other,. clutch oan produce a counter-
., 
... 
· .. ·· clockwise torque, by attrcaeting a. counterclockwise rotating '..i:·;:::;~''.,~i ; 
, __ pulley wheel. These ,·two pulleys, as ~~1ell as the front 1~1heel, ! 
.,, 
' 
·which supplies the forward motion, are driven by a small 
direct cu-rrent motore The clutches position the bridge. 
contact to the null point, but at· the same time the desired 
steering angle is - ~et because the contact and the ve-rt1cal 
-front ~rheel steering shaft are rigidly connectedo The sim-
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{ .Pu.lley wheel ·A is driven _by. the .·motor t~o~gh gears. 
... . 
.. 
Pront· wheel -G .1s· ·also driven· by_ t_his· _motQr· through spee~ 
J' 
b 
• • .... •••••• '-... • .,..., ............ _ • ..._ "1 ·-··--···--·-. ~- -·· 
reduction. gears o Suppose i;t1heel A turns clockt,ise; then 
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pulley trheel E turns counterclockwise · viewed from above t . 
and pulley F turns clockwise. Clutches Band Care rigidly 
attac~ed to the front wheel steering shaft D, while pulleJa 
E and-~F "'·move freely with 11,ttle frict1Qn_ between tnem and 
the front _shafto Therefore,. by sending C.\!rr.ent tI1ro11gh 
' ' ' j • . .. .. 
clutch B, friction will develop between its top and the· 
bottom of pulley E; a coun.terclooktrise torque will develop 
tending to steer the front 'tvheel G in a counterclockwise 
d1rectiono The magnitude of this torque depends on the 
JD.$gn1 tude of the current floii1ing through the coil which 
. 
makes up the olutch. The clutched tight condition occura 




W1 th no current flowing through e1 ther Qlut.ch and 
pulle;a·E and F rotating, the angular pos1t1on· of the front 
' 
wheel G lJill~i tend to be unstable. Ar}.Y slight -unbalance ot 
fr1ct·io11 bet,1ee11 the pulleys and Qoils will ca.use the front · 
wheel to start tµrning in one direction and keep turning. -
To keep ·the front wheel fixed at a given s_te-er1ng anglet 
th~ ourren~ through the two clutches llust be oont1nuousiJ 
. adjusted; there must be some means of detecting on t1Jhich 
I 
• r. ' ,JI&, 
side ·of the desired steer-1ng angle the front w)let,l 1s moment-
. I 
ar111 on, so that current oan be applied to the correct 
. . . 




·olutoh to bring tpa wheel to this desired angle. This require, 
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·· - . _·:a closed loop control s7stem or 1~rTo sya·tem. The 1nP11t 
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mµ.st_ know what the outJ)Ut ·· 1s· doing. Ideally, the ·front: . · ' . I 
. · wheel itill oscillate (somestimes called hunting) with . 
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Tery· small ampl1 tude a.rmund. the des.ired steering angle,· 
with.-·a,, :Properly 'des1glled servo system. 
" • 11.1;} t · 
• r '.;. 
' ,1 ' ' -
,A block die.gram of all e1ectr1cal c1rcu1tr1' aaaoo1atN 
!'1th the trajectory tracer 1s shown 1n Figure 6. 
. ,r . , . ·, ~- . . ~ 
reference; volta~e 400 cps/ 






















P1gure 6. A Blook Diagram or the Complete Circuitry. 
, 
The .transistorized circuitry can be log1oally divided 
into three groups - the local potent~al circuitry, the Vn 
'\ 
- --· -
amplifier, and the null amplifie·r i·r1th phase sensitive 
detector· forming the control system. 
, 
The markings P and AP stand for in phas·e and in anti--
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.. •. . \ . 
d1re~t-1on to bring it, to the null po.int, the input -to the·,-
.. 
· Dull amplifier will be in phase with the,' referen'ce, and 
'Vice-versa. • I 
,. 
& \ 
. ' ',,.tf\ •·'" · · \ , rr.-( 
The tranato~e:r T, 'produces 4oo cycle current isolate(. 
C, 
trom. _ground. It should -be· an e:iectrostatically shielded 
transformer · to reduce capa.ci ta.nee beti~,een the secondary 
•,. 
winding and ground, or spurious signals will develop between 
"· 
. P2 and P1 because of the capacitance between P2 a:hd ground 
' -td ' ' 
through the unshielded. trensformera Spurious signa:l can 
also -develop at .the local pote11tial amplifier caused by the 
same distributed capacitance to grqund. 
· C1.rcu1 t arrangements de.scribed by other authors (j) 1 (j) 1 
do not ground one of the probes. They are fed 1nto a trans-















P1-gura ? • S,h1eld1ng of the Probes. 
The center tap of the ,probe transformer 1a red to th·e 
' 
grid of a catho.de follower ~11th high- degeneration or to a 
feedback amplifier with all the ga1n coupled back .to the 
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. . • 
!" 
· --- t·ranatoriler primary · 1s connected to the cathode or the 
' 
• lo· 
. cathode follol11ero This arrang~ment keeps the potent1ai· ot 
. 
•. 
ther .slt1eld111g very- near that of the probes ~ so that spurious/.· 
·" ... , .. 
voltages developed ..... between the · probes and screening due to 
un~lanc~d stray capacitances bet~1een· ·:the probes and sh1eld-




. -~ If the shielding ·was grounded, there., would in. gene~l 





.... .... ' 
·~- , · 'Die secondary of the probe tranatormer la also shielded . ( to prevent pickup between the seoondary,·w1nd1ng and the ,• 
primary shield. With the arrangement just described, voltagea 
applied to th~ rerlst1ve .paper electrodes need not be 1sola-
tad from ground. C 
A bloclr diagram ot a general closed-loop control 
system is drawn below., distu.rtx:tnce error · 




. \ fie r circuit quantity 
error measuring means. 
output i edback output 
----------
:r ... 
Figure 8. Block D1·agram of a Control System • 
.. . 
Ref erring to 1ih1s · drawing,- the input to our partiou~r 
oontrol system consists of the two ·,r_oltages Vn and V, which 
• 
I determine ·l1here the null point is located along one of the 
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'. • ,. 
. ~ 
. ' 
zero only· at, rhe ·null point. The ampl.ifier -is a ·tranaia-- . 
. I • l • 
tori·ze~ one · mounted on·- the ·cart. The. -control ·c1rcu1 t 1s a : 
. ·. ·phase-sensitive det~c.tor which determines which side of 
. . ' 
th~ null point the sliding contact is·on (it determines 
' . a . 
the polarity ·of the error) and ol1ooses the:' correct ··clutch 
· ~;to ac·ttvate. The ·magn~tude of the clutch· current is propor-
-~~ t1onal to the magnitude of the error. The controlled quan- ·· 
J 
-
t1ty 1s ·the steering angle~, of the front •heel of the 
cart. The disturbance is caused by the inherent unbalance 
, of· fr1ct1on forces between. the two count·errotat!ng pulleys 
i 
and the clutch coils when the wheel is at a null point, or 
\ . -, 
a disturbance may be an overshoot of the 11ull point caused 
,. 
b7 overoorrec·tion of a previuos d1stur-bancee 
overcorrection is caused by inertia of mechanical 
parts or by finite circuit time constants. A disturbance 
. . . 
will be present almost continuously. The clutches must be 
capable of moving the. contact arm to a ne'tf null point as 
tast as the maximum speed w1·th which the null point . can 
aoYe along a bridge arm, or lt may happen that the null 
point will move away from a given location and back again 
.• 
before the contact arm has begun to move appre91ably from 
its original position. The speed t1i th which the 6ontact ana 
. . 
can move depends mainly on the spee-d w1 th whi_~h the DC 
" 
aotor turns the two clutch pulleys (~sslUD1ng that the 
·• 
clutch tight condition can oucu1->), and on the time 1 t takea 
for clutol1 c1irrent to build up from zero (circuit ~time 
, 
oonatant). Movement of the null point can be slowed bJ 
/ \ ... . 
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., · deoreaa1ng the constant forward motion ot the cart. over 
• 
the conductive sheet. 
·t~· .... 
Th·e output of the tracer control system 1.s angular 
.. . . . 
· ·poa1t1·on of .the ·rront wheel and bridge· contact armo The 
,• ~, 
) 
e . output feedback (see F1g. 6) is supplied by the sliding 
• 
bridge CO)?t_act arm 9 i!1h1ch,_5 ,because it is rigidly .attached· 
• I 
to the f,~ont t::1l1eel 0 a vertical steering shaft, senses th• 
,· 
steering angle-of the front wheel. 
.I\ If direct current had been used for the res1s·t1ve 
paperi}electrodes, the input to the null amplifier would 
... 
have been a small DC voltage constantly changing in polar-
ity as the contact arm oscillated about a null position. 
· This would then have to · be ampl1t1ed and applied to the 
clutches, probably by means of some diode ·arrang.ement so 
that one clutch could be activated by one polarity and the 
other. ,_by the oppos 1 ~te polarity • 
.. t 
These changes in magnitude and polar1t1 must not be 
confused with changes in magnitude or local potential and 
Changes 1n magnitude and phase of Vn• These two quantities 
'l 
are slot,1ly varying. If Vn c:t' V changes, the bridge output 
-




"'•' I • ' 
null pos1t1on 1• fixed, and the contact arm is just oscil-
lating about it witl1 small am1,11.tudeo -The bridge error .. ., . • ~ , 
.... 
, '1 •• 
voltage wil~ gradually decrease as the sliding contact arm 
' .. 
aoves toward the new null point, and then will oscillate in 
' 
( .-
. ' ~ ~ ... 





"".... . .. 
·wheel '..osc1llate about tl1e neir1 null pointllJ in practice. the 
'tr,, . . \ ll,f.,.. 
I 
' , 
null point will tend to change continuously. current 1n one 
-•·. ;·,. 
. . 
- . ... .... ... l ... 
.. l ' 
, I .. 
.. 
.... I"' 
. . ~ 
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o.lutch w111 · rem&·in· large (with ·current ~111 the other olut·oh 
.. 
• 
zero) unt.il the new~~·hull point ·1s reac1ied, at which t1me 









. · Since our tracer uses alternating curreintJthe e:.t,,1 · ·· · . 
press1on 9 ~hange 1n p91ar1ty, must be replac~d by phase 
reversal; there will.be a 180° phase·reversal .as the br10,ge 
contact arm · goes through a null point,· as we ~l as a decrease, 
then 1ncdeai1e in ampl1tudee This phase reversal must not be 
confused with a phase"reversal of the normal potential 
·' gradient V • Amplitude modulators that accept push-pull n 
-
. 0 inputs have this same characteristic 180 output phase · 
I 
shift as the sign of E1-E2 changes, where E1 and E2 comprise 
a push-pull sigaalo These modulators are sometimes called l 
bidirectional modulators. I 
' The bridge error voltage is an amplitude modulated 
400 cycle signal and likewise, the voltages V and Vn are 
amplitude modulated, but with more slowly varying envelopes. 
This bridge error voltage must be demodulated with a phase• 
<j.--
a ens 1 ti ve demodulator, so that the·~proper clutch can be 
energized to move the bridge into balance. The reference 
. 
or carrier input to the detector is taken directly from the 
,:. :; power supply and is 1n.ph~se with th~ local. potential (aee 
Pigure 6). -·../\ 
. . . , ~ ' 
. ..~ '._ 
19 L .\ 
.. 
'. . . . j 
~ - - -_ --~------- .. ~"7-.:::-· ··-- . --· .. ~ 
fi .-
t 
' Just what the phaae~aena1t1ve demodulator muat do will 
" become clear after studying the waveforms 1n Figure c9. The ang-
ular error waveform has not been taken from actual· measure• 
_ ... 
.. ~ 
:., raents on the 'bridge,. but ~1a pro'b&blJ very a1-t.ilar to th• 
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P1gure 9. Bridge Waveforms • 
. · . 
CONTROL·CIRCUITRY 
There are many, different circuits· which can give l?~ae .. 
. · .. ·1en,1t1ve deteot1on. · They _are. cl•••~d as- .. e1the.r half-wave 
,, 
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·':-• . ,'. 
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. or tull-wave. The1 are· claasecl as etther b$lanced or un- . 
' ' /'.~,/ 
balariced; balanced demodulatqrs require push-·puil inputs. ·, 
Two·typ1cal half-wave circuits are shown in Figure 10. 
r .. • ••• - •• ••• : • ...J. • 
OUTPUT-




CAR~IER l, 'RIER 
Figure 10. Two Phase-Sensitive Detectors. 
• The left and right circuits are unbalanced and balanced, 
respectively. In the left circuit, the carrier and signal 
are added ang. applied to the right d1.ode where a DC voltage 
(rectified AC) appears ,at terminal A. The left diode provides 
a DC voltage at B proportional to carrier amplitude '~~o 
that the output fro~ A to B can change sign, depending on 
the signal phase. 
.. 
In the right circuit, a s1ngle-eride4 carrier and push-
pull input signB.1 are added and applied to the diode anodes. 
The· pacitprs shunted across the resistors help filter 
the rec 1fied AC voltages appearing across them. 
\ 




the carrier should be large compared ~11th the input signal. 
Phase-sensitive detectors employing triodes _are' po~la-r 
-beoause they can give amplified outputs. 
Certain phase-sensitive detectors can d1acr1m1nate 
• ·1 
-apUiat quadrature voltagea1 an AC ripple voltage is produo-· 
,. .. .,_ ·-. ' . , 
:~· 
·• 
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ed~ but~ this can be filtered out •. Third harmonic· s1gilala ·~-
with the prope:r "phaseu relationship to the referencf:! can·· · 
.. 
also give no output from certain phase det~ctors. 
A signal not 1n phase or in ant1phas.e with the reference, 
'l 
but of constant magnitude will produce a DC du~put roughly 
,,. 
proportional to the Phase shift between it and the reference, 
" 0 . 
with zero output whenever a 90 phase shift occurs. 
~ . 
~ suitt~ible phase-.s.~ns1tive det.ectc;,r w~s chosen for 
. 
. 
the trajectory tracer after the~ following requ1.remepta· 
were co.nsidered. No transformers were to be usedo The de-
I '\ 
tector should be capable or supplying a maximum current ot'% 
SO milliamperes to the clutch coils. At any·1nstant, cu:i-r~nt 
. should be f 101:iing through only one clutch; this current 
should be·Toughly proportional to the inpu~ voltage, exact~ 
11n~ar1ty not being required because of ,the self-co~,eeting 
nature of a servo system. Stability is not as important 
as with the Yn and V amplifiers. The desired output for. 
most applications is a DC voltage which changes polarity 
and which for . .-our case would probably hav~ to be ampl1f1e.d 
and then.made to operate one or th~ other clutch; the.output 
from the detect.or for ou~ tracer should be current through 
one or the other clutch with no adq1t1onal·c1rcuitry between 
detector and·c1utches. 
A detector using two ·tranaiator1 wh1-oh ·~•ta· t~••• 
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I, no cap. : .o. £\ O /\ )t 
i 1with cap,-----·......,_, -----,'tt 
' '·· •. 
P1glire 11. A Phase-Sen·s1 ti ve Detecto; Requiring No DC Bias. 
... 
A push-pull input is required; this is supplied by an 
ea1t_ter-coupled phase inverter to be described latero Current 
flows through a transistor and ·through ~ coil only when 
-the -input ·to that transistor· is in phase with the reference. ~ 
This ia true whether npn or pnp transistors are usede Neg-
•'::-· .'. 
ligibly::, current (less than .5 ma.) flows with an antiphase 
f 
1npue, The J,000 ohm resistors supply bias current during 
.. 
the part of the cycle when point R is below ground potential. 
This is the only part of the reference cycle during which 
a transistor can coridtiot. Each transistor operates in class c. 
The 25 microfarad capacitors help filter the rectified~· 
AC f loiiing through the co1,ls; other1,1ise tl1e impedance of 
·l, 
the coils would be very high and·1:1ttle current would flow. 
·1t was found e:z:pe;r1m.entally that if the coils were replaced 
~1 resistors Of about 68 ohms, ~Ti th- the capacl tors removed, ' ' 
Q 
• 
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'!he .co·11a have a DC resistance -of about 145 ohma. 
_ The diodes are present to prevent'current from tlow1ng 
through~the collector base diode when_p~1nt R is 1n the 
positive part of 1ts cycle. 
'l'he gain of this detector can b~ 'de~reaaed by inserting 
· small resistors between the em1 tters and ground. 
A detector circuit very similar to this one has been 
described ( '6). 
An experimentally determined plot of output 00 current 
as a function of input voltage is shown 1n·F1gure 12. 
Saturation occurs for large input voltages. 
D( QUTCH CURRENT . . 
~15 volt reference 
50ma .. · 
d 
.--------10 VO tts 
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P1sure 12. Phase-senai-tive Detector Input-output ,,. • -I 
. . -Cha:raoter1st1oa. . ' 
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A double frequency input component produoea current 
j.n both. c·lutches s1multaneo~sly~·; ·m1n1mum current occurs 
when the phase is that of drawing a. of Figure 12. A 400 
cycle quadrature input component ifil produce a· DC output 
with ·this particular detector • 
The bridge error voltage from the sliding contact.arm 
must be· amplified before being applied tcb the phase-ae_n .. 
a1t1ve detector; th:l.s single-e11ded signal must also be 
. 
,· ' .,.. 
changed to et_ pusl"l-pull sie;nalo Four t;ransistors are used --
to accomplish thiso There are two stages of small signal 
ampl1f1cat1on 1 followed by an emitter-coupled phase in-
. IJ 
verter to supply the push-pull signal. Since this phase 
inverter ha~ power gain, we have 1n effect a three stage 
null ampl1f1·er. 
The requirements which must be met by this null ampl1-
,, 
I 
tier are the following. It was decided that the clutches 
should have full current (40 ma.) flowing with a bridge 
error voltage of 1% 9f local potential. This should be " 
true bo~h when the cart 1s 1n an area where local potential 
is near 1 ts maximum' .,of 8 volts and when 1 t 1s in a.n area 
where local potential is only 1% of maximum. In other words, 
.._ an error voltage of 011ly one ten-tr1ousandth of 8 volts 
shoul~ produce 40 milliamperes of clu·tch currento Iieferring 
1;o ··Figure 12, we ~ee that with a 15 volt reference, an-
..... . .. . ' 
..• 
·, 
1nput of ~2~ volts ~s .1s requi·red for a 40 m1111.,ampere 
coll _current, giving, a re-quired null amplifier gai11 of 
~.28/,0008 = 350. With~ 10 volt reference, the required 
\ 
' . 
.. '-- ...... 
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There.. must .be some means of 1·im1t1ng the 'output ot 
"'•j 
this ampli.r·ier to the· yoltage which produces maxilll}lm cluto.b, : . . 
\ 
. 
- . ,, 
current. In other lTords 9 o 8 millivolts t~1hen local pqtent1al -
is ~08 vol.ts, and .08 volts 1~1hen local. potential is 8 volts, 
. 
· both··sho~ld produce a 40 millial!ljere clutch current; the 
' 
'1 
voltage applied to the detector must be the same for both 
cases. Of course, the contact arm must be father from 
the null_ point for 40 ma.o to floi11 with smal bridge voltages, 
than 1 t must "be w1 th larg~ ones. · ·---... 
-.........___ __ _ 
overdriving the amplifier is not a desirable way ot 
' 
~ccompl1sh1ng this because the transistors may be damaged, 
and the finite recovery time of the overdriven ampl1f1&r 
may increase the amplitude of the osc1llat1ons ot the 
bridge contact arm about a null. 
The three stage amplifier should have a phase shift 
ot 180° so that the detector input has the proper phase 
relationship with the·reference; there should be no change 
· 1n phase sh1f.t with level of the input signal. Slight 
f ,• 
distortions of ~,a.veform and any nonlinearity between output 
and input are not important~ The input impedance should 
": .... 
.. be fairly higl1 (at least 20lt), bUt .not· as high as that 
... , .. 
required for the p:r;obes; at the null point no current is 
cl~~ from the bridge. A1i-1ta greatest, input 1s only 1-
I 
·of local pot·ent1al. 
Since tne carrier· trequenor ia 400 ops, the highest 
'c 
1 aodu tion treque.noy possible 1s somewhat below 400opa. . 
... , 
,, . 
~ ' _{ 
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'l'he highest modulation frequenoy 1present here will be 
. 
. 
cpns1de·rably higher tl1an the highest present in e1 ther 
Q 
. 
Vn or Vo The b-a.ndl.Yidth tl1erefore _ extends from the carrier 
minus the highest modulation frequency to the. carrier 
I 
-'"'.. . •\ 
plus th+~ frequency. An amp11f 1er not flat over this range· 
the servo system. 
The amplifier therefore should have flat gain vs. Frequency 
up to about 800 cps; above 800 cps the ~in should drop 
off rapidly to prevent high frequency osc1lla.t101'1 that may 
occµr from feedback of output through the reference volt-
·• 
age circuito Reference voltage and null amplifier 1n~ut 
) 
come from the same source. 
The amplifier shown in Figure 1) waa designed to meet 
these requirements. 
+25v. 
24k Z2 12 56k 24k 2.2k k 
k 
.,. 






Figure lJ. Null Amplifier~ . 
.... -
' The first two stages are a loi·Ijlevel common em1'tter 
audio stage l'lith negative feedba.~k. This type of"c-ampl1i-1er 
~. 
·
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. .,_ voltages were a~leoted so ·that they are .large com.pared 
. ' 
.with the signal to-be .amplified; h-parameter values can 
be deter.mined for· the quiesoent; poin~tsi) and. then 1~;; is 
just a routi11e matter to calculate gains, · inp1:1t impedances, 
and output impedances. Bias stability is not ·an important 
tactor 1n s~rvo ampl1f1era. 
Type 2NJ38 silicon transistors are used because ot 
their avail1b111ty and suitability - such as high gain at 
. . 
( . low levels-and wide temperature range. They have a minimum 
- . 
alpha-cutoff frequency of 20 megacycles and can dissipate 
.1:2s--m1111watts at room· temperature. 
· B1gh input impedance is achieved by choosing a bias 
point where h19 ,_ the common emitter h-parameter input 1m-
.,. 
pedance 1s large (a low quiescent ·le/-/,~ ma. for the c1rou1~ 
shown), by u~ing large -bias resistors (47lt and 120k ·for -
.J J 
our case), and by introducing negative -feedbacko The meas-
ured input impedance of this amplifier 1s 43r, with R1=100 
ohms. 
~easured·ga1n with R1=100 ohms is 25 for the t1rat 
two s·tages and 14 for the third stag~, for a total voltage 
gain of JSO. 'With the feedback lo.op broke;n, the first stage 
. gain increases. to .50, for an overall gain of 700. With the 
1 ' 
teedbaok loop broken1 and R1 bypasse~ by a. large capacitor, 
-(~ 
.. 
the gain .becomes 143 9 for a total getin 9:f 2 9 0000 T11e best . 
. way to increase· gain 1s to lower R1, thereby reducing neg-
q, 
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. 
.:. The two diodes before --the f1Tat ·•tage-._proteot ~t trom -·. 
·-·-large· inputs that may result ·when the bridge 1&' 1n1t1al-lt 
~ 
. " ,· 
. turned on and the contact arm 1s far -~rom the null point. 
'( '" 
They act·: as· a kind of automatic getin co11trol 9 providing -
lower shunt resistance as ou:rre11t tl,rou tl1em increases • 
' ~/' 
As the input 1s increased from zero., the diodes follow-
. r> 1ng the second stage begin to conduct first, limiting th~ 
· a1gnal at this point to about 1 volt peak to pea1t 9 t·:1 thout 
allow1~g the second stage transistor to go into saturation 
and cutoff. \111 th grea. ter i1'1puts ,, the diodes f ollow!ng the 
. 
. 
t1rst begin to 11m1t the signal there. The fort110 .. 1~d chare ..oter-
1st1cs of the ciiodes were chosen SQ · this is true e· Thus, the 
transistors T1 and T2 and tl1e t110 transistors of ~the det(t(lt-, 
or stage are prevented from going into saturation with 1ta 
result~nt delays in response time. 
Since large electrolytic coupling capacitors are used, 
no problems w1 th phase sh·ift t11ere encountered ( the ampl1f 1er \ 
~. 
1s operating in the midband region). A small phase_sh1tt 
do~s not affect o1rcu~t operation because,. t~ith signal 
..... , 
and reference in ~nt1phsse or almost (1 or 2 degrees) 1n 





. . . 
' 
c...,. still flo1,,1s "'&}1rough the other ~;l..utch, diminished by onl.7 
' I· 
a small amount. 
-~----= ~ -:-=--=--- -- . -·- -The. capacitor c1, after the second stage, reduces 
' galn at high frequencies. With this capacitor absent, h1gh. 
' 
trequency' oscillations of about 100 ltiJ..oc(ycles occur ··when- ~ 
j 
' I 
'" ever· reference voltage is applied to the detector. This 
I 
•: "j 
·., •• I 
r· .. 
" 
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aean• tha1; at·th1s --rrequenc7,. not 1n the midband region 
,. 
. . .. . 0 
. 
. 
. where phase sl1ift is 180 9 enough ampl1f1oa~.1on is still ~- . 
. ' 







I •• , 
\: 
.. , prese11t to c.ause a loop gain of unity for a component ot · . 
·the output fed back to the input ,,in ph1s-e. 
A capacitor c1 of .05 microfarads is sufficient to, 
correct this cond1t1on 9 but a larger value helps filter. 
some of the 800cps signal present if there 1s an 1mpertect 
null point. Ge.in versus frequency is shown in Figure 14 
tor no capacitor c1 , · and for values of .22 and ~68 mf'd •... 
-VOLTAGE ·GAIN OF 
FIRST TWO STAGES 
' 










P1gu.re kl'+., Gain vs .• Frequency tor the Null Amplifier. 
" The last .. two -tJ.'8.lla!stors, of the/ null a.mpl1t1er are 
.> 
. ' 
._ e~itter-coupled phase inverter; T:3 operates.in a common 
. 
. ellitter oon(1gurat1un 9 and 1:4 ope~ates common base. Since 
', the emitters are c.oupled through '"a oapac1tor 1 e~itter 
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Oll1}ent· from ir3 establishes a varying emitter t~ ~· voltage -· . -· -·. ~ . -- ·--· i 
'acros~ T4• This emitter to base voltage is, in phase with 
the input s1gn,a.1, bi-rt the base to emitter voltage of T4 - - .. _._ --· -- ~~ --· ~...: ... .- . - -
1s 180° ou"t of phase \'Jith the input. The output 1mp~danoea 
.. -~--- of the two transistors are approximately equal • 





I ' J '. 
!. 
iesistor (1o2k) collld have been used instead of two, e11la-
1nat1:ng the need for the emitter to _emitter coupling ce.pao .. , / 
I 
a / 
1tor, but this would tend ·to -deer-ease quiescent point sta-
b111 ty. 
A split-load phase inverter could have been used with, 
' 
. a saving of one transistor here, but this type o~· phase 
1nrerter does not provide voltage gain, and three stages. ot, · 
amplification before it would be required, instead of two. 
' .}• 
LOCAL POTENTIAL CIRCUITRY 
) 
. 
'l'he ends of the arms of tl1e te.ngen t br1d8t muat be 
driven by a push-pull s1g11al proportional to the loca1 .f ' 
potential sen·sed by the probes. The circu1 try between probes 
and bridge must do two things a it must be a kind of imped- i 
anoe transformer (with a voltage gain of unity), present-
ing a high input impedance at the probes and a low output 
impedance ·to drive the bridge I and. 1 t DlUst change 1 ts s ingl•-
•nded input to a P\lsh-pull output. . ... ,. 
.I. 
'. '-. 
. , . With a maximum local .potential ot 8 volts rm.a. ··and •· • ,, f·· 
\1 
. bridge resistance of 700 ohms (one a.rm), the power deliv-....• 
ered to one arm is 91.5 .. milliwatts. Medium potter silicon 
. 
. 
.transistors (21~697), ~re -used' th.roughout t~e circuitry .to ... ~ 
~, 
. r 
',,,,1, .... r. 
• I 
I • 
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. .. be described. 
Some of the other requirements tor aatiatacto~7 
;, 
• j 
.functioning. are discussed- below. There must be 11near1t7 -1~~ . # • 
between input and outputo The gains of the ~~V a11d -V po:rtv1oD8 · 
; ' 
or the circuitry must b~ stable and equal; the output voltagear 
. 
must be precisely equal to each other and to the input 
. over the range frnm Oto 8 voltso Low distortion is requir-. 
ed .. to · obtain a sharp null point iihen. local potential 1s 
balanced against bVn. In other t11ords, with distortion 1n 
·-the local pote11tial wavefotm, the voltage from the bridge 
,.<"~-
contact arm will not go to zero (or become negligibly snia.11) 
when the oon'te:bt arm moves through a null point. The~efore, 
·there will be a small current in both olutoh coils at the 
.. 
null noint and the load on the DC motor will increase .. .. .., 
s1gn1f1cantly; these conditions are undesirable • 
The voltages +V and -V must be exactly 180° out of 
phase, and one must be precisely the nega1Jive of the o1ther 
i 
at all points of a cycle (their sum must be negligibly 




is, fairly easy to accomplis-h tfi th a cen-t?er tapped ·t1'iansf orm.er, 
but a transformer could not be used because of space 11m1-
f}· 
· tat1ons. 
not have to-be wide because local 
- -
. potent1a1--··v~rie~ slo~ly relative to 400 cycleso 
OU tpu t impedance mua t be low compa1~ed t·Ji tl1 700 obma 1 •' 
1n other t'lords, the ~rid,ge should be dr1 ven·l from a voltage 
, · source. \fu1;1.e working w1 th a cir9u1_t ·w1 th too high an . outpu, 
. ... 
... 
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. . impedance, it waa ·round that ·the voltage ot·one arm I 
I. 
... -decreased slightly as the voltag·e · at the bridge oeriter. 
tap was increased. The voltage which decreased it1as alway-a 
the one which was 180° out or phase with bVno, In phase 
."' 
, 
·\' local potential was unaffectedo In effect 9 the load on one 
arm of the push-pull local potential 1nore.~ses as bVn/ 1s 
increased. I 
' I 
After a number of possible configurations wer~ studied,· 
.,_ 
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-- Figure 15. Local Potential Circuitry. 
1 
The·· moat difficult ·problems overcome in desi.gn1ng 
... . this o1rou1t were a.cl1ieving a sharp null point and achieving 
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\ J. possible circuit using only three ·transistors 1·8 
shown in Figure 16. This 01rcu'1t has two disadvantages 
which make it unsuitable - too high an output impedance, 
and imperfect inversion, giving non-ne_gligible null point 
voltage. An em1 tter folloi,1er is cot1pled to two cascaded 
~ common emitter stages t·1ith resistor R1 used to equalize 




·Figure 16, A Possible Local Potential C1rcu1 t~ 
\ 
It was found;that a split-load phase inverter (see 
' . 
P1gure 15) gives much more perfect inversion than the 
cascaded amplifier inverter- o:f Figur~ 16 or the em:~tter-
:: 




' ~ To achieve low ou·tput impedance, two em1tter-fo.llow-
:; 




. ,. ·' 
·/ common way .of doing tl'1is is to use an .output transfol.'mer • 
. ' ! 
_To drive the emit'ter-fqllowers and to provide some voit-
'll 
· age gain, _a ~ommon em1 tter amplif 1er stage is used before -~, 
" 
.. each of ·the emitter follow~rs~ Voltage gain fo1: tl1e. :iJiverter 
. . 
is l'ess t_Jian :uni ~r. M and11kew~se for the emi tter-f,ollowers. 
··W-~ ~ •1''•· ·,. t !1141¥ .... ~ ,._.. ' - . (r ~ 
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' ' ,.,.... ~ . 
ao that stages w1 th Pin are neoeaaar, it the oTerall gain 
... 
•,. ~ . .. 
1s to_ be unity •. 
' 
Since these common emitter atJlge'°' have a gain ot about · 
. ten, a resistor B1 must .?8 added and adjusted to g1.ve an 
overall gain of one. It gives high·' input impede~nce tvithout 
the need for an emitter-follower input stage, A split-
load . inverter inh~rently has· a high input 1mpedanJe because 
of the large (J.;K, for our case) unbypa.ssed emitter resistor 
.. 
The measured input impedance Qf the c1rou1t 1s 197,000 
ohms ;measured output impedance 1s about 201 o~'~ 
Resistors R2 andRJ in Figure 15 must be made sl1ghtl.y 
unequal because i
9 
is always greater than 1c (ic =0(18 ). 
Both resistors in the circuit are J.Jk, 10% resistors, 
selected so the.t R2 is slightly great•r than a3, so aa to 
give equal outputs. ~ 
\ 
One load is driven by a conimon-oollector type of output 
impedance, and the other load on this inverter is driven 
. from a common emitter output impedance. Typical values for 
;. 
• l 
these are 2,000 ohms and 150 ohms, ·ror the ooll.ector and 
· eil.4itt'er terminals, re~pectively. When this circuit is used· 
to drive a class B push-pull amplifier, a resistor must be 
• 
,,ded ·.~in series 111th. the output trom the emitt11r terminal 
· .to. increase output impedance; a2 arid R3 must· then J:>e re-
adjusted to, compensa·te for the loss of power in this equal-
izing" resistoroj ifuen the inverter driv~s. consta11t load 1m-




th1• correct1o:ri 1a not· neoe·aaary. · 
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·--~-·-··· Arter a DC load line was chosen (1ta slope•6.6k tor 
0 
< 
·-·our·case·), the b1aa resistors (100k and 27k) were chosen ·to 
obtain a bias point in the center ot the AC load lihe (slope 
is less than 6o6k) 9 so that maxim.um undistorted 011tput 
.. swing could be obtained; these resistor are usually read-
justed slightly in ·the laboratory, while looking at the 
output on an oscilloscope, 1f maximum undistorted output 
swing is to be obtained. 
. .:.., .. 
,• 
Since T2 through Tc; are also large .. s1:gnal stages (hand.-.,, 
. 
. 
ling .possible peak to peak voltages of 2x8x1.414 = 22.6 
volts) 9 tl1ey also a.re biased in this fashion. Quiescent 
collector current is relat1velJ high 
T4, and 56.5 ma. for TJ and T5• 
- 13.·5 ma. for T2 and 
.,. 
Local feedback (unbypassed 100 ohm ea1tteD res1atora) 
is used in T2 an~ T4 ~co minim1z~ changes 1n gain w1 th tem-
perature and transistor parameters. The phase inverter and 
' 
emitter-followers have unby!)assed emitter resist;o1~s inherent 
in their design (and thus voltage gains of less than ono). 
Voltage gain should be reduced by a factor- of approximately 
' h1b+Re/h1b(from·rormulas for· gain for b-parameter equivalent 
o1rcu1ts), where 18 1s unbypassed emitter resistance. Since 
bib 1s typically about 5o·ohms(and almost always less than 
100ohms), with R
8
::.:50 ohms, gain should be lowered by a 
factor of.two. The price to be paid f~ stabilizing the 
·-ga 1 n of a single stage is a large reduction in-gain, but 
"-· 1n our cas~ a large gain·~ is not required because •r2 and T4 
aerelJ have to 1ncr•ase the overall gain to unity. 
.. / 
... / 
., .... - ... ~ ' 
• 
\ . 
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0 
... The measured gain ot this oiroUit with the l~Ok .. input 
. 
. 
-rea1stor removed is 11. t/ith th1s- resistor present, gain 
.{ 
18 1; gain v-rith the 180k resistor present a11d t;l1e 100 ohm 
resistors bypassed by large capacitors is Jolf"o Tk1erefore, 
lo·oal feedback causes a gain reduction of Jelz;>o The meas-
ured lower halt poi~,er frequency is 115 cps; the upper t 
frequency is about 600~kc. 
The output coupling capacitors c1 and c2 must be 
adjusted in value relative to each other, while looking 
,. at the null point on an oscilloscope, to compensate for 
any unequal phase shift between +V and-Vin the circuitry 
preceding c1 and c2 e For our case this just meant shunting 
a .1 mfd. capacitor across one of these capac·i tors. Unequal 
phase shift 1s caused by the tolerances in the values ot 
the coupling capacitors. 
' POTENTIAI, GRADIENT cmcurray 
The potential gradtent Vn, normal to the path ot the 
· oart must be amplified by a. fa.v~or of d/2g (see .. page 9 ) 
and applied to the center of the tangent bridge. Since 
probe separation is 1/8 inch and d = J 9/16 inches, Vn 
: must be amplified by a· factor of 14.·-25. This is based on 
a local po~tential ampl1f1ca.t1on of unity-. · · 
As with loo.al _p.otent·1a1~. high input. impedance and low 
·Output.impedance are essential. Gain should be ver7 stable ·, 
r" . . , ". '-.. \ 
r 
•nd linearity should e:irist between output .~nd input. A 
. me§ns of gain adjustment ii:1. a ~ecessityo Bandl11dth does .. , 
~ 
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·. -,a . - ,, . ~ . ' \ " 
400 cycle.a •. _Phase ahltt should be either 180° or :,60° and · 
sould remain constant with changes .1~ \_nput. This ,last , 
requirement is v_ery -important. Low distortion .is necessary 
. _, 
. to obtain a sharp null po.int. Maximum output voltage shoul4 
.. 
be at least as great as local potential. 
- ~ ' 
. . "" 
r, 
.I, 
The tt110 stage feedback amplifier with ••1tter-tollower1 - ·" 
I 
.. 
·. at tb.e i11put and output, shown in Figure 17, sat1af1ea, 
·I 
+ 
these requirements. +4ov. 
. »11 
1 120 1.6k 27k 
m. 
4?k 
· Figure 170 Potential Gradient Circuit. 
-j 
The last t't·lo stages of :.this amplif 1er are almost ·iden-
tical tg the last two of the local potential circuitry • 
•, 
Hence, output·-.1mpedar;ice is approximately 200 ohmst> The 
load on this amplifier is greater than that on the local 
.Potential amplifier because the tif.O arms of the bridge 
appear in paral1e1 from the br1d,ge center tap. 
,_,,,,· 
Transistor T1 is an emitter-follower; one b1aa resistor 
... 
la used instead of two be,cause a resistor from 'base, to 
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, __ 
' 
···. · .present in the c1rou1t, to g1Ye any increase 1n.stab111t1, ' -. 
-. 
' "'"' 
. __ .f . . .• 
·" and this would grea-tl7 reduce input impedance.·· The input ...... -
Jmpedance _c;,f_ an emitter~follot;;rer is given by the follow1nl _ 
f 
·-----· ... 
- expression, derived from a h-parameter,--equ1va.Lent o1ro~1ta 
r- R1 ;:: h1b+H.1., 
Hob<h1b+RL)+(1-+hrb) 
· It typical values are assumed for the h~p~eameters, 1t 
. ' 
._ ,-·: I 
will .be found that R1 is s,trongly affected by. li1,; the f\ .· 
~ 
second stage of the oirouit of Figure 17 shou!d therefore 
have as high an input impedance as 1s practicable (at least 
'l. 
of the same order of magnitude.as the 24k emitter resistor 
of T1i). The feedback loop from TJ to T2 , which is primarily 
present to stab111ze ga.1n, also increases input 1mpea.ance 
of T2 (by a fact.or of 1-BA) 1 with a consequent increase 
,' of R1 o The rq~~sured 1pput impedance of this circuit is 
B1=374,ooo ohms. 
Gain is adjusted by varying R1 , which changes negative 
' . .., teeclback. Amplification is approx1~tely_20, with R1=220 
ohms, and about 10 with B1=4?0 ohms. If gain 1s adjusted 
to 14.25 and ,the feedback loop then out, gain jumps to 112. 
· If R1 is then bypassed by a large capa.cit~r, gain jumps 
to 178 e The lob"1er l1alf e;;)pot'Ie! frequency 1s 1~0 cycles, wt'bls .. 
. ,' . 
. 
.• ::~---~--- ____________ , __ ~ _____ ; ________ ... the-- .upper frequency ocouring at about 650 kc..-·----------~-----:-~:-- - --- ----- ·-:-~ +- : -
'":!AV, 
e As wtth local potential c~roui try f) DC operating po,nt - · 
















a1nim1zed by proper choice of the two b_1as resistors and i '· . ] 
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- A circuit stal:>11!.ty factor s,=aI0 /~I00 1s widely' used. 
' ~ It measures bias stability or s_e:Q&1t1v1ty o?f the o1rcu1t -b 
• I 
to temperature oh~ges. Design formulas for biasing a stage 
are listed below, together with ~WQ sample cal~ulat1ons. 
i...,.· .. ,_i ,, 
.When DC stability is the priniary concern, these formulas 
. must be satisfied; but AC consideration are also important 
(such as gain and input impedance), and compromises usually , 
must be made. A value of S=lO is consisered to be good (the ... 
lowest possible value is 1), but whether this or S=JO is 






Ic = R3Ecc+I0o(R1(B2+B3)+R2R3) 
R1(R2+a3)+(1-q)R2RJ 
.. 
To stabilize against changes 
• 
in ( 1-~) • choose R1B2 ')>(t-C()R2R:, 
S = "" R1 {i2+RJ )+~zRJ , 
Rt {R2+R; )+(1-~)B2R) 
,, 
l··,1' 
.,. . Ic = Ecc+Ico (R1 +R2) 
R1 +R2 ( 1-() 
To minimize effects 
of (1-~) s, 
Choose Ri>> R2 (1-«) 
S = R1l+Rz. . 
R1+H2 (i-ij) 
Consider T1 of F1g. 171 a1=24k; R2=1 meg. c:(L o 99 
R2 ( 1--0i) ~1 Ok R1=24k) 10k; S=]O 





















' llai:1JIUII output· into a tu.11· load is 8 volte rms, for 
· the c1·rcu1t of Figure 1 ?c. 
• 
The capacitor c1 was adjust·ed to efiualize phase sh1tt 
with respect to local potent1a·1; 1n other.words, c1 was 
varied ~ihile looking at the null point with· an o~c1llosoope 1 
and set to the value ttJhich gave minimum null voltage. 
.. SOURCES OF'; ERROR- CONCLUSIONS 
.. 
The cart can be accu~ately calibrated by setting up 
' I
.. , 
•, two parallel electrodes on the resistive paper. At a point 
m1dtfa.y between ·the electrodes, local potential is one-half 
the potential between the el~ctr.odes, and the radius of 
curvature for an.electron travelling parallel to thexplatea 
1s D, the distance ~-bet~1een electrodese The front wheel of 
the cart can be adjusted to g1ve·th1s radius of curvature, 
and then the Vn amplifier gain can be adjusted to g1ve 
zero output from the null amplifier. 
The gain of the null amplifier, the ga1n of the local 
potential circuit, the equalization of the gains of the two 
phases of local potential circuitry, and equalization of the 
pha-se shift of V with respect to loca.l potential, a.re n 
adjustments that must be made accurately for the cart to 
function satisfactorily~ They can be and were made before 
the complete electr1~1 system was tested • 
I The voltages +V ·and==i V must be appli·ed to the. proper 
41. 
&l'Jll8 of the bridge (see Figu~e 4); the o~tputs of the detecto~ 


















oontact arm w1ll move away from a null point.; ~ . . 
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81noe the bridge w1re~1a a· very 
" 
wound around a wire of larger d1ame~er, the bridge contact 
~ ,\ .. ·~·' 
will usually oscillate bettieen ti~10 ad3aoent tur~. of this 
. ~v· 
tine wire. This wire is so fine (and the null amplifier 
.. 
a gain so large) that the amp11 tude of these oscillations 
should be too small to be observed on a trace of a trajec-
tory (maximum osc111at1on amplitude is about 1mm.). If the ·· 
angle between the two arms was not precisely 90°, this 
eould be compensated for ~by adjusting the Vn amplifier 
P,1n. 
.,~ ... 
At the present time there 1s a mechanical problem with 
the belt which drives the two counterrotating pulleyso One 
pullef 1s in effect pulled and one is pushed by tl1.e 1:i1bber 
belt (see. Figure 5). Since· considerable force is required 
to steer the front wheel,-the bel, near the pulley being 
pushed tend to develop slack in it, -with a-~ resultant tower 
turning force, whenever a sudden increase 1n its coil current 
occurs. The belt sometimes leaves the pulley when this haP-
"" 
pens. A smaller diameter belt or separate belts for each 
clutch pulley should correct this conditiono The pulley 
wheel at the end of the belt farthest from the motor 
_oould be driven by the motor through some gear arrangement. 
this might also remedy the above condition. 
' 
_ . · The operation of the complete cart control system 
has been tested; but thr operation of the cart in tracing 
a trajectory on a conductive sheet has not bee?\ tee.tad. 
',~f, 
Therefore, the overall accuracy of the cart 1n tracing a 
trajeotori is not known. 
. ,1 ~ 
• • • ,r 
. . . , 
. .. ~ 
42~ 
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One :possible way or checking overall ~ccuracy 1s to 






of ·an electron:~·betireen them is a p~rabola and. C'1n fBs111. 
be calculated. Baker (5) gives an overall accuracy of 2~ 
• '(j. 
tor his tracer. 
The largest errors 1n the complete system will be., 
, 
. probabl.y be_ caused by contaot·'·d1ff1cult1es· between probes . 
and resistance paper (especially when sensing small normal 
potential gradients), and by nonun1form1ty- (7), (8) in the 
.,, 
resistance of the conductive sheeto 
• 
Complete circuits with component values are g1~en in 
Appendix I. In Appendix II is described a method to take 
, 
into account a constant perpendicular magnetic field. No 
circuits have been built up to the present time. 
This electron trajectory tracer should prove very 
useful in demonstrating electron paths 1n complicated elec-
trostatic fields, and shoulr ,be even more eseful 1f means 
to take into_account magnetic fields are addedo To determine 
such trajectories ~.: by other methods would require much 
work. This tracer 1s·very compact, and the associated -
- ~ 
e·quipment needed 1s simple. Problems can be set up 1n a 
relatively short time with results obtained rapidly. 
. ":· 
... 
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DUS ·110 -INCWDE A MAGNETIC PIBJ:.D ... ~ 
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· . trost~t1c field with a un1f9orm and constant perpendicular 
magnetic field present is given by the following exprea--
aion1 
.•. 
Nonuniform .. magnetic fields cannot be simulated because 
Bz would be a function of positiono The direction of tpe 
B-field 11111 deterniine t-1hether the second term in the 
" denominator is to be added a to or subtracted from a given 
E ·, n• 
Therefore, all that must be done to modify the cart 
circuitry is to add to Vn a voltage proportional to vf, 
' 
with the correct proportionality constant. The factor 
(2e/m)! equals 5.93x105 coul.t/kg.i; the formula then 




meter, V, 1n volts 
.,,, 
In studying paths in an actual field configuration,· 
the voltages applied to the electrodes on the co~ductive 
sheet i·rill usually be a fraction of the ~otual voltages. 
• • 
· The vt in the deno~inator of the above formula 1means the 
local potential 1n the vacuum 1n r1h1ch the electron travels. 1 
• 
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( depends on the factor by which electrode voltages are Qha.ng- - ,r 
f4,. and alao on the factor ·by which. original geometry· 1s • 1 
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;. ·- ~ . enlarged or scaled down. ··rt Viti -equals the original maximum 
·• 
loc~.1 potential (across the vaouum) and Vm, the resistive 
~ . 
paper maximum ·1ocal potential, then with no change in 
geometry,, k=Vm}V~o If the ~cale factor is s, k becomes' 
; Vm./V~ ( 1/s2), The f ol'Dlllla tor R then becomes 1 
' 




..... , been de.scribed ( 6)" These methods make use of the voltage-
t . 
. ~ 
current characteristics of certain tubes. For example, Cor 
some pentodes, plate current varies rou~hly as the square 
root of plate voltage. Some diodes have a current versus 
voltage characteristic that is a parabola for a certain 
.•-i • 
I 
range (usually for low currents). A more s1utable w4y of 
taking a square root for our purposes is by means of a number 
of biased diodes to either output voltage proportional to 
---
the square root of inpqt voltage or output voltage propor-
,:; 
t1onal to the square root of input current. All these cir-
cuits take the square root of the instantaneous voltage 
- across them, so that a square wave input 1,1ould have as output 
a square wave wtth a~plitude equal to the square root of 
. 
, 1nJ>u.t amplitude. With sine wave 1nput, the output is not a 
sine wave but contains hal:monics, as a Fourier analysis ot 
1:'-( s 1n ~,1t) 8 .lJiJ-1 show. Ideally, the rms value of thezoutpu_t 
vol ta.ge should equal the sql}are root -of the of the rms value .. 
ot the input. This will. be approximately true for the f1rst 
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S1noe our tracer -.uaea 400 cycle a1·ne wave ·power, a 
tllter·w111 J?robal)ly .have to be added f'ollow1ng· the; square 
·,. 
• < .. 
root circuit • 
- ··•·· 
A possible circuit to take ____ the ____ square ___ root· ot a pos.1t~Te 
I . . . . . 
input voltage is shown in Figure 18. Two would have to be 
used to handle input which may be both above and below 
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Figure A Possible Square Boot Circuit. 
' The output of this c1rou1t is always less than 1ta-
ln~t bec!luse 1 t aots like a volj;age divider.. As the input 
· ). , voltage is increased,· m:ore and more of the diodes conduct 
to make the output become a ·smaller and smaller-percentage 
> 
' 
of the input, as the curve drawn above showso The diodes 
should have very low forward resistance, especially the 
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w1 th small ourren~. flowing~-- through them (when e0 1a ••11) •. 
.. , The . square root of a number le·ss than one is greater than .,··· 
·" that number, Therefore, the above c1rou1t shoi1.ld 1:>e design~ 




the output then being amplified by the reciprooal~of ·. th1a · 
traction.. . 
. .. 
A filter to remove the 800 cps component from the 
·output of· the square root circuit wouid probably have to 








conventional lo"vr pass filter 'vrould be much. too bulky. 
Al1 aoti ve R-C filter usually cons.ists of a tra11s1stor 
amplifier stage with negative .f·eedbaok which 1s sensitive 
to the frequency of the input. In other ~1ords, for a low 
pass filter, more of the output would be fed back to the 
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